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Chapter 3247 Forgive You 

Confusion was written all over Kai’s face at her accusation. He asked, “What 
do you mean?” 

“What do you think? We’ve already done the deed, and yet you’re still calling 
me Ms. Seizon. Are you treating me like an outsider?” 

A look of distress marred Miya’s features, and she was close to tears. Kai 
immediately understood what she wanted and responded sheepishly, “I didn’t 
mean it that way. I apologize, Miya.” All he could do was offer a sincere 
apology. 

Miya’s expression softened, and a smile finally broke through when she heard 
him call her by her name. “I’ll forgive you this time. Come with me.” 

Miya guided Kai to a col and explained, “There are numerous nascence 
beasts in there, but it’s best to avoid using magecraft when you confront them. 
The most effective approach is to defeat the nascence beasts with your bare 
fists. This way, you can expedite your comprehension. Using magecraft or 
divine weapons depletes the nascence aura within the beasts, slowing down 
your comprehension rate even if you defeat many,” Miya advised. 

“I didn’t expect you to be so knowledgeable about this, Miya,” Kai expressed 
his surprise at Miya’s understanding of the situation. 

Miya blushed and clarified, “Father is the one who shared all this information 
with us. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have known. You should hurry and enter. I’ll 
wait here for you. Just don’t keep me waiting too long.” 

Kai nodded and entered the col. Soon, the echoes of what seemed like 
demon beast roars surrounded him. However, he knew that these weren’t 
demon beasts but nascence beasts. 

Since nascence beasts lacked a tangible form, killing them proved to be an 
exceptionally challenging task. The difficulty level further escalated since Kai 
couldn’t use magecraft or weapons. 



Despite the increased adversity, he was determined not to retreat. He had 
finally entered the Seizon family’s ancestral land after much effort, so there 
was no way he would give up. 

Miya had even offered her body just to let him stay in the ancestral land, 
which was all the more reason he should try his very best. 

Recalling Miya’s assertive actions in the room earlier, Kai could feel his blood 
surging with passion and desire. 

“What am I thinking? Snap out of it!” Kai admonished himself, hurriedly 
slapping his own face to dispel the distracting thoughts and regain focus. 

Despite the nascence beasts not being overwhelmingly powerful, he 
recognized the potential danger they could pose if he allowed himself to 
become careless. 

Carefully, Kai advanced further into the area. Unexpectedly, a figure darted 
out from the trees on the side. Reacting on instinct, Kai deftly dodged the 
sudden attack. 

In that instant, a nascence beast emerged, its mouth agape, glaring fiercely at 
Kai like a predator getting ready to pounce on its prey. 

Resembling a tiger, the nascence beast had fiery red eyes, and its sharp 
canines were on full display. The Dragonslayer Sword materialized in Kai’s 
hand with a wave of his hand. However, he quickly recalled Miya’s advice and 
chose to stow the weapon. 

Confronting the nascence beast, he resolved to rely solely on his bare fists 
and the innate strength of his body to defeat the formidable creature. 

The nascence beast growled menacingly before lunging suddenly at Kai. In 
response, Kai swung his fists and charged forward as well. He was wary of 
the beast’s agile movements and sharp canines. 

The battle between man and beast raged on intensely, akin to two adversaries 
locked in a savage wrestling match. 

Fortunately, Kai had a robust physique. Otherwise, the nascence beast’s 
claws might have torn through his skin and flesh. Persistently, Kai aimed 
relentless punches at the beast’s head. 



After a while, the nascence beast emitted a final howl and ceased its 
movements. Soon after, its body transformed into nascence, enveloping Kai. 

Panting heavily, he carefully sensed the metal nascence that had just entered 
his body. However, to his dismay, the star of metal nascence within his 
nascence space remained unilluminated. 
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Kai let out a wry chuckle upon realizing he had been too desperate. The idea 
that one could comprehend nascence just by slaying a nascence beast was 
just too good to be true. 

With that, Kai continued to journey deeper into the forest to hunt for more 
nascence beasts. Even if he couldn’t comprehend metal nascence, it was still 
good physical training for him. 

While Kai busied himself in the Seizon family’s ancestral land, the sky 
gradually brightened outside. Cloud was all dressed up and ready to join the 
foray into the Seizon family’s ancestral land. Before departing, Cloud wanted 
to let Kai know but couldn’t find the latter in his room. 

“Ms. Feenix, where’s Mr. Chance?” Cloud asked. 

“I don’t know. I’m looking for him too. Master was already gone by early 
morning,” Feenix replied with an anxious look on her face. 

“Where has he disappeared to?” Cloud frowned slightly. Logically speaking, 
Mr. Chance would never leave without saying goodbye. Hence, there is only 
one possibility-he has sneaked into the Seizon family’s ancestral land. I know 
very well that he wants to go there, for the independent nascence is 
something he can’t resist getting his hands on. 

Holding that thought, Cloud said to Feenix, “Calm down, Ms. Feenix. Mr. 
Chance probably has something to do that he didn’t inform us about. He will 
probably be back once he’s done.” 

“I have to go join the others now. You should stay here; don’t wander off by 
yourself.” 



Upon reassuring Feenix, Cloud hurried to the Seizon residence’s grand 
hall. Right then, the grand hall was crowded with people, including dozens of 
the Seizon family’s young disciples. All of them were prepared to enter the 
ancestral land. 

Cade had been waiting outside the door for Cloud’s arrival. Upon noticing the 
latter, Cade led him in and stationed him in the line. No one harbored any 
suspicions concerning the latter’s identity. 

After settling Cloud in, Cade stood outside the door once more with an 
anxious look on his face. Soon, Livya hurried over and shook her head at 
Cade. 

“Where’s Miya? How can she be absent on such a grand occasion like this? 
Does she think any Tom, Dick, or Harry can be allowed into the ancestral 
land?” Cade grumbled. 

“Cade, Miya has been missing since last night. She never came home at all!” 
Livya whispered. Cade was enraged by what he heard. “Why didn’t you inform 
me beforehand that she hasn’t returned? Where am I supposed to look for her 
now?” 

Cade’s brows furrowed, while his face reddened from anger. Why can’t this 
sister of mine behave for once? 

The furious look on Cade’s face terrified Livya into silence. 

“All right, you should go in now. I’ll inform Father about it.” 

After settling Livya into the group, Cade walked toward Lawrence, who was 
sitting in the main seat. After he whispered into Lawrence’s ear, the latter’s 
expression drastically changed. 

“That girl has gone overboard! I’m going to punish her the next time I see her!” 
Lawrence snarled. 

“Mr. Lawrence, it’s about time. Shall we get a move on?” an elder of the family 
inquired after checking the time. Lawrence nodded in response before turning 
to the nearby Enrique, asking, “Enrique, it’s time for us to set off.” 

“Wait a moment, Lawrence. I would like to deal with something before we 
enter the ancestral land,” Enrique answered. 



“What is it?” the curious Lawrence asked. 

“You’ll know soon enough!” Enrique merely flashed a slight smile, keeping his 
brother in suspense. A short while later, a group of tall and well-built men 
arrived at the Seizon residence’s grand hall. 

From their figures, Lawrence could immediately tell that they were from 
Behemoth Palace. Leading the troop was an elderly man who was none other 
than the sect leader, Gideon Quattlebaum. 
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“Dad, why are the men from Behemoth Palace here?” Cade asked with a 
bewildered expression. 

“Isn’t it obvious? Your uncle must have invited them. Otherwise, how would 
they have managed to enter so easily,” Lawrence sneered. 

“Is Uncle Enrique planning to start a fight by bringing them here? Do you want 
me to gather the men?” 

Cloud assumed that Enrique had brought the men from Behemoth Palace 
over to start a fight. “Not yet. Your uncle isn’t that stupid to pull a stunt like that 
today.” 

Lawrence knew that Enrique wasn’t a fool because members of the Seizon’s 
extended family would never agree to Enrique’s current actions. 

They were all filled with excitement over exploring the ancestral land, for it 
was a chance for them to significantly increase their strength. As a result, they 
would not want to waste such a golden opportunity by allowing Enrique to 
mess things up. 

“Mr. Gideon…” Enrique hurriedly greeted Gideon when he saw the latter. 

“Mr. Enrique!” Gideon called out in return as he shook Enrique’s hand. Behind 
Gideon stood Jonah, whose disgruntled expression couldn’t be any more 
obvious. 



Meanwhile, when Livya saw Jonah from amidst the group, her eyes burned 
with rage. Recalling how the latter had taken advantage of her, she was 
consumed by the urge to beat him to death. 

“Mr. Gideon, what brings you to the Seizon residence?” 

Lawrence remained in his seat instead of getting up. He had no intention of 
showing Gideon any respect, especially after learning that the latter was in 
cahoots with Enrique. 

Lawrence’s attitude triggered a frown on Gideon’s face as a sense of 
dissatisfaction welled within the latter. Nevertheless, he suppressed the anger 
within him, saying, “Mr. Lawrence, I’m here to seek justice.” 

Gideon’s words stunned Lawrence, and he asked in confusion, “Seek justice? 
What justice is there to be sought?” 

“Someone from your residence beat my son up and even broke his arm. Don’t 
you think I should seek justice for something like that? Behemoth Palace has 
no quarrel with the Seizon family. In fact, both parties were on good terms due 
to the Teleportation Array. However, when my son was strolling about in 
Yellow Blue City, he was beaten up by someone from the Seizon family. This 
is a transgression I cannot tolerate,” Gideon thundered. 

“Oh, is that so?” Lawrence wrinkled his brows. “Which members of the Seizon 
family did it?” 

Jonah stepped forward and complained, “Your two daughters and a man 
named Kai. They were the ones who beat me up.” 

Lawrence was shocked to learn that the three of them were responsible. 

However, before he could react, Livya emerged from her line and retorted, 
“Bullsh*t! Stop lying. You started it by harassing me. Mr. Chance came to my 
rescue subsequently and beat you up. On top of that, you insisted on 
exchanging one blow with Mr. Chance when we attempted to leave. In the 
end, you lost and even had your arm broken, so how is this our fault when it’s 
all due to your incompetence? If I were you, I would’ve killed myself in shame 
instead of having the cheek to come here!” 



Livya’s scathing tirade had Jonah flushing red in embarrassment and 
anger. In response, Gideon snapped, “Mr. Lawrence, is this the sort of 
manners you teach your daughter?” 

“Livya, mind your manners,” Lawrence reprimanded before adding, “Tell me 
everything that happened, and don’t leave anything out.” 

Livya nodded before recounting the incident in detail. When Cade heard that 
Jonah still took advantage of Livya even after learning that she was the eldest 
daughter of the Seizon family, he lost his composure. 
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Does he have a death wish? 

“How dare you harass my sister and come here demanding justice? Who do 
you think the Seizon family are?” Cade thundered. Immediately after, he 
barked, “Disciples of the Seizon family!” 

“At your service!” 

At that moment, tens of disciples of the Seizon family came forward from all 
around the grand hall. 

“Behemoth Palace has gone too far. Close- the doors, and don’t let anyone 
leave. If they fail to resolve this to our satisfaction, we will be forced to teach 
them a lesson!” 

Cade’s eyes brimmed with murderous intent as he spoke. Soon, the main 
entrance was blocked off by the disciples of the Seizon family, triggering a 
drastic change in Jonah’s expression. Despite that, Gideon was unfazed as 
he threw Enrique a glance. 

“What are you doing, Cade? How dare you issue orders in the presence of 
elders like us? Everyone, stand down. Don’t you know what day it is today? 
Do you intend on shedding blood?” Enrique reprimanded Cade before 
ordering everyone else to back off. 



However, no one moved, for they were Lawrence’s disciples who naturally 
didn’t take orders from Enrique. The turn of events brought a frown to 
Enrique’s face. “Lawrence…” 

Only then did Lawrence wave his hands for his men to stand down. 

“Mr. Gideon, do you think your son’s broken arm is too harsh a punishment for 
harassing my daughter? If I were there, I would have taken his life,” Lawrence 
asserted grimly. 

Harassing his daughters was no different from inviting death itself, as his 
daughters were always his favorites. Although they were often scolded by him 
for getting into trouble, he had never punished them before. 

Therefore, he wouldn’t hesitate to kill Jonah for harassing his daughter if he 
was present during the incident. 

“Mr. Lawrence, are you threatening me?” 

Gideon’s eyes constricted as an aura gradually emanated from his body. 

Noticing the change, Enrique frantically suggested, “Lawrence, you can’t just 
rely on what Livya said. Why don’t you clarify the matter with Kai first? If he 
was the one responsible for breaking Mr. Jonah’s arm, we can resolve the 
matter by getting him to apologize, Since he’s not a member of the Seizon 
family, what’s the big deal about handing him over to Mr. Gideon? We can’t let 
him derail today’s occasion, can we?” 

Enrique’s idea quickly garnered the support of the Seizon extended family, 
who wanted to avoid conflict that day. Moreover, Kai wasn’t related to them at 
all, so it wasn’t a big deal for them to hand him over. 

“Mr. Lawrence, I think Enrique is right. Let’s just summon Kai.” 

“Exactly. Bring Kai here and hand him over to Behemoth Palace. We can then 
continue with our event.” 

“This is all Kai’s fault. We shouldn’t let it affect us!” 

The crowd stood up and clamored for Kai to be summoned. Their response 
brought a scowl to Lawrence’s face, for he knew how powerful and talented 



Kai was. Furthermore, the latter had saved Claudius’ life and had beaten 
Jonah up on his daughter’s account. 

With such considerations in mind, Lawrence couldn’t bring himself to summon 
Kai. Yet the rest of the Seizon family wouldn’t rest until he did it. 

However, if he were to allow Enrique to gain the upper hand by securing 
support from the rest of the Seizon extended family, the subsequent conflict 
would only become more brutal. After a long hesitation, Lawrence instructed 
Cade, “Bring Mr. Chance here.” 

“Dad…” Cade was reluctant to do it because Behemoth Palace would 
definitely take Kai away. They didn’t dare lay a finger on a member of the 
Seizon family, but Kai wasn’t one of them. Hence, there was nothing to hold 
Behemoth Palace back. 

“Go now…” 

Lawrence waved his hand. Finally, Cade relented and went off to find Kai. 

 


